**SHOOTING RANGES:**

Koza is one of the most specialised companies in the world, offering complete indoor and outdoor shooting ranges. Depending on the customer’s training programmes, Koza will design the shooting range, build the facility, train staff, and provide after-sales services. The indoor shooting ranges use the latest target systems and technologies available. Health and safety is the most important aspect of project design, so the best solutions for air ventilation systems, isolation and bullet trap systems are offered. For all Koza shooting ranges, training is managed from a control room, and all results and information are archived for future practice sessions.

---

**LIVE & LASER FIRE INTERACTIVE TRAINING SYSTEMS**

Koza Firearms Training System offers a high quality training capability. Our team is working side by side with strategic partners, who have a thorough understanding of the training needs of police and militaries around the world. According to the customer’s needs the screens can be single or multiple. With our state of Art Design Motion Platform and with the 360 degree screen we can simulate any kind of vehicles in our training systems.
URBAN TRAINING CENTER:
Koza designs and builds Urban Area to simulate realistic neighborhoods like residential areas, Embassy, School, cinema, hotel and joint buildings etc. The Urban Area enables live and laser fire trainings. To simulate more realistic battlefield area, we use blast explosive and machine gun simulators. All participants are followed by GPS and indoor tracking systems. Tactical Operation Center (TOC) building helps the instructors to create different training scenarios and After Action Review.

LASER ADVANCED COMBAT SYSTEM

PLANE, TRAIN AND SHIP MOCKUPS FOR ANTI-TERROR TRAININGS:
Koza is capable of making any kind of real size mockup plane, ship and train etc. for anti-terror trainings. The trainess can make live and laser fire trainings inside the mockups.
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